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Abstract
A thorough understanding of monosyllabic-word-recognition processes, in contrast with multisyllabic-word processing,
has accumulated over the past decades. One fundamental challenge regarding multisyllabic words concerns their
parsing into smaller units and the nature of the cues determining the parsing. We propose that the organization of
consonant and vowel letters provides powerful cues for parsing, and we present data from a new task showing that
a word’s orthographic structure, as determined by the number of vowel-letter clusters, influences estimations of its
length. Words were briefly presented on a computer screen, and participants had to estimate word length by drawing
a line on the screen with the mouse. In three experiments, participants estimated words comprising fewer orthographic
units as shorter than words comprising more units even though the words matched for number of letters. Further
results demonstrated that the length bias was driven by orthographic information and not by phonological structure.
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Despite attempts to increase attention to multisyllabicword processing (e.g., Jared & Seidenberg, 1990; Spoehr
& Smith, 1973; Yap & Balota, 2009), understanding of
visual word recognition is still largely based on monosyllabic stimuli. Yet the identification of multisyllabic words
entails specific challenges.
One such issue concerns the parsing of letter strings
into smaller units. Most theories presuppose that words
are parsed into units that approximately correspond to
spoken syllables, but neither the precise delimitation of
the units nor the nature of parsing cues have been established. Thus, one of the first implemented models of multisyllabic-word reading (Ans, Carbonnel, & Valdois, 1998)
assumes the existence of orthographic syllables. In contrast, in another influent model (Perry, Ziegler, & Zorzi,
2010), letter strings are parsed into graphemes that are
assigned to onset, nucleus, and coda constituent slots, so
that orthographic syllables are aligned with phonology.
We have proposed a different scheme based on the
idea that the arrangement of consonants and vowels in

the string provides powerful parsing cues (Chetail &
Content, 2012, 2013). Alphabetically printed words are
composed of recurring visual marks, the letters, which
readers learn to ascribe to two categories, consonants
and vowels. We hypothesized that the consonant-vowel
(CV) pattern—the representation of the letter string in
terms of these two categories—affords robust, invariant
cues that guide parsing. One operationalization of this
theoretical principle is that each series of contiguous
vowel letters constitutes an orthographic-unit core element, to which adjacent consonants aggregate.
The differential role of consonants and vowels in
visual word recognition has been supported by a large
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body of behavioral, neuropsychological, and neuroimaging studies (e.g., Berent & Perfetti, 1995; Buchwald &
Rapp, 2006; Carreiras & Price, 2008; Lee, Rayner, &
Pollatsek, 2001, 2002; Miceli, Capasso, Benvegnu, &
Caramazza, 2004; New, Araújo, & Nazzi, 2008), which have
indicated that consonants provide stronger constraints on
lexical selection than do vowels (e.g., Duñabeitia &
Carreiras, 2011). In the research reported here, we explored
a related but distinct issue, namely, the role of the arrangement of consonant and vowel letters in parsing, rather
than their differential contribution to lexical access.
Most often, CV parsing would delimit units that are
isomorphic with spoken syllables and facilitate their
alignment with phonological constituents. However, this
is not always true. Hiatus words are one case in point
because they comprise fewer orthographic units than syllables. In phonology, a hiatus is a sequence of two full
vowels determining two syllabic nuclei (e.g., ao in chaotic, /ke . .t k/). Yet as long as the corresponding orthographic cluster includes no consonant, we hypothesize
that it would be handled as a unitary group and would
hence produce a mismatch between orthographic and
phonological structure (Fig. 1). In support of this view,
results from a previous study we conducted showed that
readers underestimate the number of syllables in hiatus
words (Chetail & Content, 2012). In the same study, the
presence of an orthographic hiatus slowed down access
to pronunciation, which supports the idea that the parsing causes a misalignment in later graphemic analysis.
Interestingly, there is little graphemic-segmentation ambiguity in French, so it is unlikely that the effects in these
studies—conducted with French-speaking participants—
stemmed from graphemic misparsing. Whereas in English,
many pairs of vowels can be segmented as one or two
graphemes (e.g., ea in creation vs. appear), each vowel

English examples

sequence in French corresponds either to a single grapheme (e.g., au, /o/) or to two graphemes (e.g., ao, /ao/).
Previous evidence for CV parsing has come from tasks
requiring full-stimulus identification, making it difficult to
disentangle orthographic from phonological factors. In
the present study, we used a new technique based on
length estimation to assess whether orthographic structure influences the perception of an elementary visual
dimension. Earlier studies suggested that the appraisal of
physical dimensions can be affected by linguistic information. For example, determining the center of written
words is influenced by their graphemic composition
(Fischer, 2004), and perceiving the color of a letter within
a word partly depends on the word’s syllabic structure
(Prinzmetal, Treiman, & Rho, 1986). The length-estimation task was devised because it provides an indirect
measure of structural effects without directing participants’ attention toward word structure or constituents.
Furthermore, because the task does not require identification or access to phonology, it may isolate phenomena
related to the earliest stages of orthographic processing.
If hiatus words comprise fewer orthographic units, we
expect them to be estimated as shorter than control
words matched on number of letters.
In Experiment 1, the duration of stimulus presentation
was sufficient to enable full identification, whereas a
shorter duration was employed in Experiment 2.
Experiment 3 showed that the length-estimation bias is
due to the organization of letters and not phonemes.

Experiment 1
Method
Participants. Sixteen native French speakers participated in this experiment.
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Fig. 1. Examples of English and French words with matching (left) and mismatching (right) consonant-vowel (CV)
orthographic structure and syllable structure. Given that a detailed analysis of orthographic consonant attachment
is beyond the scope of the present study, in this figure, intervocalic consonants in the orthographic structure are
associated with vowel nodes on the basis of the maximal onset principle (e.g., Pulgram, 1970).
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Stimuli. A set of 168 French words was selected from
Lexique (New, Pallier, Brysbaert, & Ferrand, 2004) on the
basis of the orthogonal combination of two factors: number of syllables and word type (for a full list of stimuli
and characteristics of the words used, see the Stimuli and
Items’ Characteristics sections of the Supplemental Material). Pairs of words matched for number of letters, number of phonemes, lexical frequency, and summed bigram
frequency were selected; in each pair, one word included
a hiatus (e.g., création, /k e.a.sj /), whereas the other
did not (e.g., délivrer, /de.li.v e/). Half of the words were
bisyllabic, and half were trisyllabic. Eighty-four filler
words that were either three or nine letters long were
added, for a total of 252 words.
Procedure. Presentation and response recording were
programmed with the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard,
1997). Items were displayed on a Philips 107S monitor
(1280- × 960-pixel resolution). To ensure that hiatus and
control words occupied the same amount of space, we
presented stimuli in lowercase type in a fixed-width font.
On each trial, a fixation cross appeared for 500 ms, followed by a 33-ms mask. The stimulus was then presented
for 100 ms, followed by the 33-ms mask. After that, the
mouse cursor appeared on the screen, and participants
had to draw a line representing the physical length of the
word. They used the mouse to lengthen or shorten the
line and clicked to enter their response (Fig. 2). Participants performed nine practice trials with feedback before
completing the 252 trials in random order.

Results
Extreme length-estimate values deviating from the real
length of words by 90% or more were discarded from
analyses (1.19%). We fitted linear mixed-effect regression
models including word type (hiatus, control) and number
of syllables as fixed factors and random intercepts for
participants and items. Because bisyllabic and trisyllabic
words differed in their number of letters and graphemes,
these variables were added as covariates. Finally, because
readers are generally exposed to proportional fonts and
might thus rely on a memory representation incorporating letter-size variations, we included a proportionality
correction as a further covariate.
Overall, the estimated length of words was close to
their real length (mean word length = 6.02 characters,
mean estimated length = 6.46 characters), although
slightly overestimated (Fig. 3a). In spite of the precision
of the estimates, hiatus words were estimated as shorter
than control words, t = −3.38, p < .0001,1 and bisyllabic
words were estimated as shorter than trisyllabic words,
t = −3.30, p < .0004. Additionally, the number of letters,

Fig. 2. Example trial sequence. The fixation cross was followed by
a mask (a row of 21 hash marks). The stimulus was then presented,
followed by the same mask. Stimuli were centered horizontally in the
upper part of the screen (1/3 of the screen height from the top of the
screen). The mouse cursor appeared in the lower part of the screen
(1/3 of the screen height from the bottom of the screen). Its horizontal
position varied randomly among six coordinates (extending from 3/12
to 8/12 of the width of the screen, measured from the left edge).

t = 22.84, p < .0001, and the proportionality correction,
t = 6.30, p < .0001, significantly contributed to predict
performance. There was no significant effect of the number of graphemes, t = 0.65, p = .49. The only significant
interaction was between number of letters and number
of syllables, t = −3.46, p < .0004, with trisyllabic words
producing a slightly flatter slope than bisyllabic words
(see the Statistical Analyses and Additional Controls and
Analyses sections of the Supplemental Material).
In sum, length estimates were biased by both the
number of syllables and the number of orthographic
units. Results from a word-identification test with the
same materials administered to fresh participants showed
that 96% of the words were identified with a 100-ms display duration but only 38% with a 50-ms display duration. Hence, to test whether the CV pattern influences
perceptual structure at an early stage of processing, we
replicated Experiment 1 with a 50-ms display duration.

Experiment 2
Method
Participants. Seventeen new French speakers participated in this experiment.
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Fig. 3. Word-length estimates (in number of letters) as a function of word type for each participant. Results are shown separately for (a) Experiment 1, (b) Experiment 2, and (c) Experiment 3. Control and hiatus words were matched on their number of letters. Average word length was
6.02 letters in Experiments 1 and 2 and 6.89 letters in Experiment 3.

Word Structure and Length Estimation
Stimuli and procedure. The stimuli and the procedure were the same as in Experiment 1 except that words
were presented for 50 ms rather than 100 ms.

Results
Extreme length-estimate values deviating from the real
length of words by 90% or more were discarded from
analyses (7.89%). We ran a mixed-model analysis similar
to that used in Experiment 1.
Despite the reduction in the words’ visibility, word
type still had a significant independent contribution to
length estimates, t = −3.88, p < .0002, whereas the syllable-length effect decreased by half and failed to reach
significance, t = −1.34, p = .16 (Fig. 3b). The number of
letters, t = 15.17, p < .0001, and the proportionality correction, t = 3.52, p < .0001, as well as the interaction
between number of letters and number of syllables,
t = −2.08, p = .03, significantly contributed to predict performance. There was no effect of the number of graphemes, t = 0.05, p = .95 (see the Statistical Analyses section
of the Supplemental Material).
Although the probability of word identification was
strongly reduced, length estimation was influenced by
orthographic structure, which suggests that limited orthographic information is sufficient to induce the lengthestimation bias. The dissociation between the effect of
number of syllables and the effect of word type lends
further support to the idea that the latter phenomenon is
caused by orthographic encoding processes and emerges
even when the full phonological form is not available.
To directly demonstrate that the word-type effect is
driven by the arrangement of vowel and consonant letters and not by the presence of two adjacent vowel phonemes in words’ spoken form, we conducted a third
experiment with an additional condition using hiatus
words in which the two adjacent vowel phonemes
mapped onto two vowels separated by a silent consonant
(e.g., bahut, /ba.y/). Despite the presence of a phonological hiatus, such items had the same number of vowel
clusters as did the control words and should not have led
to underestimation if such underestimation is caused by
words’ orthographic CV pattern.

Experiment 3
Method
Participants. Seventeen new French speakers participated in this experiment.
Stimuli. The stimuli were 45 triplets of French words that
were matched for number of letters, number of phonemes,
number of syllables, and lexical and bigram frequencies.
Two words in each triplet exhibited a phonological hiatus.
In one of them (the orthographic-hiatus word), the two
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adjacent vowels coincided with two contiguous vowel
graphemes (e.g., chaos, /ka.o/), as did the hiatus words
used in Experiments 1 and 2. The hiatus was thus present
both in the written and the spoken form of the word. In
the other hiatus word (the phonological-hiatus word), the
two vowels producing the hiatus pattern were separated
by one or two mute consonant letters (e.g., bahut, /ba.y/,
in which the h is silent). In that case, the hiatus was present only phonologically, because orthographically, the two
vowel graphemes were separated by at least one consonant letter. Twenty-nine triplets included trisyllabic words,
and 16 included bisyllabic ones. The same fillers used in
Experiments 1 and 2 were added.
Procedure. The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1.

Results
Extreme length-estimate values deviating from the real
length of words by at least 90% were discarded from
analyses (0.67% of the data). For 1 participant, data for
eight trials were missing because of a technical problem.
We ran mixed-model analyses similar to those used in
Experiment 1. The only difference was that word type
was coded with two parameters, one contrasting the
phonological-hiatus and control sets and one contrasting
the orthographic-hiatus and control sets.
Orthographic-hiatus words were estimated to be
shorter than control words, t = −4.72, p < .0001, whereas
there was no significant difference between phonological-hiatus and control words, t = −0.72, p = .48 (Fig. 3c).
In addition, bisyllabic words were estimated to be shorter
than trisyllabic words, t = −3.50, p = .001. The number of
letters, t = 11.35, p < .0001, and the proportionality correction, t = 3.93, p < .0006, significantly contributed to the
model, whereas neither the effect of number of graphemes, t = −0.10, p = .92, nor any of the interactions
reached significance (see the Statistical Analyses section
of the Supplemental Material).
In sum, the length-estimation bias was replicated.
Critically, the comparison of phonological- and orthographic-hiatus words enabled us to disentangle the influence of orthographic and phonological structure. The
fact that only orthographic-hiatus words were estimated
to be shorter than control words demonstrates that the
effect is not due to the presence of a phonological hiatus
but rather to the orthographic structure of the letter
string.

General Discussion
Participants combined several sources of information to
estimate the spatial extent of the stimuli, and the most
salient cue was the words’ actual length on the display.
As reflected by the beta parameter for the number of
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letters, an increase of one character in length produces a
change of approximately one character in the estimates.
In contrast, the size of the effects of number of orthographic units and of number of syllables is much smaller.
Thus, the difference between hiatus and control words—
one orthographic unit—led to a difference of roughly
0.25 characters in estimations of length (from 0.06 to 0.89
of one character across participants, corresponding to
1%–13% of word length). If the only source of information used was the number of orthographic units, the
word-type effect should have been larger. However, as
with many perceptual illusions, participants relied on
physical information so that the discrepancy between
perception and reality was attenuated and the veridicality
of phenomenal experience was preserved. For example,
in word bisection, the average graphemic bias is about
four pixels (Fischer, 2004). Similarly, the rate of illusory
conjunctions due to syllabic structure ranges between
only 5% and 20% (Prinzmetal et al., 1986). Thus, even if
hiatus words encompass one orthographic unit fewer
than matched controls (Chetail & Content, 2012), one
should not expect a massive bias, given that this structural cue is combined with the spatial-extent information.
Nevertheless, regardless of its small size, the effect is systematic and reliable. Forty-four participants out of 50
showed an effect across the three experiments (sign test,
p < 5.0 × 10–8).
One of our goals in the present study was to use a task
that demanded neither word identification nor access to
phonology to assess whether the effect of hiatus was
related to orthographic or to phonological information.
Direct evidence in favor of an orthographic locus stems
from the observation of a length bias when the hiatus
pattern was present in the printed form but not when it
was present in the phonological form only (Experiment
3). Furthermore, the dissociation between the orthographic effect and the effect of number of syllables
indicates that partial letter information is sufficient to
organize strings into perceptual units in the absence of
full phonological information. With 100-ms exposure
times (Experiments 1 and 3), participants’ estimates were
influenced by the number of syllables after the number
of letters was partialled out. However, this phonological
bias was contingent on word identification, whereas the
orthographic bias was unaffected by exposure duration,
given that only the former decreased and fell short of
significance when presentation duration was reduced to
50 ms (Experiment 2). How is it possible for the perceptual system to extract structure when the identification of
the stimuli is impaired? The fact that participants had
trouble identifying the stimuli does not exclude the possibility that partial information from the letter string
impinged on the perceptual system. In a framework in
which information gradually flows from lower-level

orthographic units (e.g., letters) to higher-level orthographic units, partial sensory information may suffice to
trigger activity in the system, causing the structure to
emerge.
As pointed out in the introduction, it is often assumed
that letter strings are parsed into graphemic constituents
(e.g., Perry et al., 2010). However, when we included the
number of graphemes in the statistical models, there was
no influence of the number of graphemes whatsoever.
First, the hiatus effect was still significant when the number of graphemes was partialled out, and second, the
number of graphemes had no independent contribution
to the estimation of word length. Hence, we found no
evidence in favor of an early graphemic parsing. Although
our study was not designed to examine the role of graphemes, the findings are in line with Lupker, Acha, Davis,
and Perea’s (2012) conclusion that graphemes do not
constitute basic perceptual units. It remains possible,
however, that graphemic parsing occurs at a later stage of
processing that was not captured by the present task.
To conclude, the present findings illustrate that the perception of a physical property of letter strings can be influenced by their linguistic structure—namely, their CV
pattern. This length-estimation bias suggests that the CV
pattern, that is, the organization of consonants and vowels
in letter strings, provides a powerful perceptual organization principle and that elementary processes, such as size
estimation, can be permeated by higher-level information.
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Supplemental Material
What Is the Difference Between Oasis and Opera? Roughly Five Pixels:
Orthographic Structure Determines the Perceived Length of Letter Strings
Fabienne Chetail & Alain Content
1) Stimuli (English translation is given in brackets)
Experiments 1-2:

fluo
laïc
trio
noël
maïs
caïd
haïr
néon
naïf
réel
pays
fluor
laïus
fluet
païen
grief
fléau
trier
préau
chaos
plier
cruel
créer
prier
géant
néant
crier
trieur
bleuet
bleuir
priant
trouer
friand
criard
truand
clouer
criant
yaourt
pliant
gluant
prieur
client

Bisyllabic words
Hiatus
Control
(fluorescent)
muni (equipped)
(lay)
déni (denial)
(trio)
lama (lama)
(Christmas)
puma (puma)
(corn)
aval (support)
(gang leader)
coma (coma)
(to hate)
pavé (paving stone)
(neon)
doré (golden)
(gullible)
menu (menu)
(real)
curé (priest)
(country)
idée (idea)
(fluorine)
panda (panda)
(long-winded speech)
récif (reef)
(slender)
lutin (elf)
(pagan)
navet (turnip)
(grievance)
rugir (to roar)
(curse)
vendu (sold)
(to sort)
jeton (token)
(yard)
fusée (rocket)
(chaos)
tyran (tyrant)
(to bend)
repli (withdrawal)
(cruel)
engin (machine)
(to create)
divin (divine)
(to pray)
étang (pond)
(giant)
assis (sat)
(nothingness)
juger (to judge)
(to shout)
série (series)
(sorter)
pinçon (pinch mark)
(cornflower)
podium (podium)
(to turn blue)
drogué (drug addict)
(praying)
fessée (spanking)
(to make a hole)
captif (captive)
(fond of)
fleuri (flowered)
(shrill)
jasmin (jasmine)
(crook)
chimie (chemistry)
(to nail)
déclic (trigger)
(striking)
renard (fox)
(yoghurt)
dédain (scorn)
(collapsible)
flacon (bottle)
(sticky)
social (social)
(prior)
canard (duck)
(client)
emploi (job)

Trisyllabic words
Hiatus
Control
koala (koala)
opéra (opera)
canoë (canoe)
apéro (aperitif)
oasis (oasis)
alibi (alibi)
caïman (caiman)
domino (domino)
paella (paella)
otarie (eared seal)
baobab (baobab)
safari (safari)
étrier (stirrup)
amputé (amputated)
abbaye (abbey)
aperçu (outline)
oublié (forgotten)
acajou (mahogany)
poésie (poetry)
lavabo (washbowl)
paysan (farmer)
avocat (avocado)
brioché (brioche-like)
décaler (to shift)
haïtien (Haitian)
mélangé (mixed)
sangria (sangria)
augurer (to foresee)
maestro (maestro)
onéreux (costly)
lauréat (prizewinner)
habitat (settlement)
vitriol (vitriol)
papyrus (papyrus)
goéland (seagull)
abricot (apricot)
sucrier (sugar basin)
parodie (parody)
pharaon (pharaoh)
galaxie (galaxy)
éblouir (to dazzle)
minéral (mineral)
léopard (leopard)
citadin (urban)
sablier (sand glass)
végétal (plant)
encrier (inkpot)
épineux (thorny)
créatif (creative)
artisan (craftsman)
théorie (theory)
négatif (negative)
publier (to publish)
aboutir (to lead to)
cruauté (cruelty)
colonie (colony)
réussir (to succeed)
amateur (amateur)
ouvrier (worker)
élément (element)
février (February)
comédie (comedy)
tablier (apron)
magasin (shop)
truander (to cheat)
synergie (synergy)
croasser (to caw)
nutritif (nourishing)
rhéostat (rheostat)
atrophie (atrophy)
maugréer (to grumble)
impulsif (impulsive)
nauséeux (nauseous)
saladier (salad bowl)
mécréant (infidel)
spontané (spontaneous)
fainéant (lazy)
vagabond (tramp)
sanglier (boar)
infernal (infernal)
renflouer (to bail out)
floraison (blooming)
triomphal (resounding)
refroidir (to cool)
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Experiment 3:
OP hiatus words
bahut (school)
cohue (crowd)
trahi (betrayed)
cahot (jolt)
mohair (mohair)
chahut (rumpus)
trahir (to betray)
cahier (notebook)
dehors (outside)
vrillé (twisted)
millet (millet)
billot (block)
piller (to pillage)
grillé (roasted)
sillon (drill)
billet (ticket)
ébahi (stunned)
ahuri (stunned)
ébahir (to stun)
éhonté (shameless)
ahaner (to puff and pant)
vahiné (vahine)
ahurir (to stun)
envahi (invaded)
prohibé (prohibited)
cahoter (to jolt)
envahir (to invade)
tahitien (Tahitian)
prohiber (to prohibit)
déhanché (swaying)
grillagé (fenced)
cahoteux (bumpy)
chahuter (to rag)
véhément (vehement)
cohérent (consistent)
cohésion (cohesion)
brouhaha (hubbub)
trahison (betrayal)
saharien (Saharan)
bohémien (Bohemian)
déhancher (to sway)
chahuteur (rowdy)
rehausser (to raise)
préhension (gripping ability)
quadriller (to surround)

P hiatus words
chaos (chaos)
cruel (cruel)
fluet (slender)
fluor (fluorine)
bleuet (cornflower)
truand (gangster)
clouer (to nail)
yaourt (yoghurt)
gluant (sticky)
trieur (sorter)
strier (to striate)
friand (fond of)
criard (shrill)
pliant (collapsible)
prieur (prior)
client (client)
cacao (cocoa)
oasis (oasis)
caïman (caiman)
boréal (boreal)
baobab (baobab)
stéréo (stereo)
féodal (feudal)
lycéen (school student)
lauréat (prizewinner)
préavis (notice)
créatif (creative)
béarnais (from the Béarn)
croasser (to caw)
réacteur (reactor)
gaufrier (waffle maker)
maugréer (to grumble)
nauséeux (nauseous)
mécréant (infidel)
théâtral (theatrical)
créateur (designer)
panthéon (pantheon)
création (creation)
rhéostat (rheostat)
saoudien (Saudi)
créancier (creditor)
renflouer (to bail out)
confluent (confluence)
préemption (pre-emption)
triomphant (triumphant)

Control words
enjeu (stake)
égout (sewer)
hamac (hammock)
empan (span)
rameur (rower)
aimant (magnet)
berger (shepherd)
tunnel (tunnel)
accord (agreement)
cédant (granting)
gasoil (diesel)
choqué (shocked)
piteux (mediocre)
nageur (swimmer)
préfet (prefect)
crever (to burst)
épaté (amazed)
apéro (aperitif)
otarie (eared seal)
adouci (softened)
émotif (emotional)
parano (paranoiac)
ériger (to erect)
aviron (oar)
calumet (peace pipe)
rotatif (rotating)
épatant (splendid)
purgatif (purgative)
désister (to withdraw)
purulent (suppurating)
nénuphar (water lily)
musarder (to dawdle)
enrouler (to wind)
disloqué (broken up)
indécent (indecent)
anarchie (anarchy)
délivrer (to release)
supposer (to assume)
occulter (to cover up)
inculper (to charge)
signaleur (signalman)
charlatan (charlatan)
pervertir (to pervert)
infectieux (infectious)
goudronner (to tar)
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2)  Items’  characteristics
Characteristics of words in Experiments 1-2:

Example
Number of items
Number of letters
Number of phonemes
Lexical frequency
Summed bigram frequency (tokens)

Bisyllabic words
Hiatus
Control
chaos
tyran
42
42
5.06 (0.79)
5.06 (0.79)
4.43 (0.83)
4.33 (0.79)
13.38 (37.37)
14.22 (37.31)
9,781 (6,122) 11,211 (8,817)

Trisyllabic words
Hiatus
Control
léopard
citadin
42
42
7.00 (0.88)
7.00 (0.88)
5.95 (0.90)
6.14 (0.93)
5.20 (7.21)
5.68 (8.66)
13,451 (9,208) 11,272 (7,829)

Note. For both bi- and tri-syllabic words, p > .18 for all comparisons (t-test for paired sample). Standard
deviations are in brackets.

Characteristics of words in Experiment 3:

Example
Number of items [bi-/tri-syllabic]
Number of letters
Number of phonemes
Lexical frequency
Summed bigram frequency (tokens)

Control
enjeu
45 [16 / 29]
6.89 (1.39)
5.53 (1.05)
5.80 (17.08)
11,170 (9,048)

Word type
OP hiatus
chaos
45 [16 / 29]
6.89 (1.39)
5.64 (1.05)
3.28 (5.46)
11,192 (9,361)

P hiatus
bahut
45 [16 / 29]
6.89 (1.39)
4.82 (1.36)
5.91 (18.86)
13,257 (7,492)

Note. p > .22 for all comparisons (t-test for paired sample), except for number of phonemes (P hiatus condition
different from the two other ones, p < .001). Standard deviations are in brackets.

3) Statistical analyses
We fitted crossed random effects multilevel models, using the lme4 package (Bates,
Maechler, & Bolker, 2013) with the R software (R Development Core Team, 2008). Raw
estimates in character units were fitted with a model including word type (Hiatus vs. Control)
and number of syllables (2 vs. 3) as fixed factors. The intercept thus corresponded to
bisyllabic Control words. Number of letters, number of graphemes, and the number of letters
by number of syllables interaction term were entered as covariates. Since readers are mostly
exposed to proportional fonts and might thus rely on a memory representation incorporating
letter size variations, we also included a proportionality correction as a further covariate. The
proportionality correction was calculated by subtracting the length of each word in Courier
New from its length averaged for 12 common proportional fonts, so that a larger correction
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indexes letter strings that are larger in proportional than in non-proportional fonts. All
covariates were centered around their mean. Random intercepts were introduced for
participants and items. Interaction terms were initially included but removed if non
significant. The significance of the fixed effects was determined with Markov Chain Monte
Carlo simulations (n = 10,000) using the pvals.fnc function of the languageR package
(Baayen, 2008).
The model is thus:

with

and

representing normal random variables modelling respectively participant and

item variability.

Experiment 1:
Variable
Intercept
Word typeH
Number of syllables3
Number of graphemes
Number of letters
Proportionality Correction
Nb. syllables x Nb. letters

Beta
6.51
–0.17
0.25
0.03
1.13
0.32
–0.19

t value
23.24
–3.38
3.31
0.66
22.84
6.30
–3.46

p (MCMC)
.0001
.0001
.0010
.4832
.0001
.0001
.0004

Note. The total variance explained by the model reached 73%.

Experiment 2:
Variable
(Intercept)
Word typeH
Number of syllables3
Number of graphemes
Number of letters
Proportionality Correction
Nb. syllables x Nb. letters

Beta
6.69
–0.24
0.13
0.00
0.93
0.22
–0.14

t value
17.77
–3.88
1.34
0.05
15.17
3.52
–2.08

p (MCMC)
.0001
.0001
.1564
.9710
.0001
.0001
.0310

Note. The total variance explained by the model reached 65%.
Experiment 3:
Variable

Beta

t value

p (MCMC)
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(Intercept)
Word typeOPH
Word typePH
Number of syllables3
Number of graphemes
Number of letters
Proportionality Correction
Nb. syllables x Nb. letters

6.49
–0.25
–0.04
0.35
–0.00
1.00
0.17
–0.03

21.22
–4.72
–0.72
3.50
–0.10
11.35
3.93
–0.32

.0001
.0001
.4948
.0008
.9176
.0001
.0002
.7474

Note. The total variance explained by the model reached 76%.

4) Additional controls and analyses
a) Word length when the size of extreme letters is taken into account
Although letters in fixed-width fonts are printed within fixed-width rectangular areas (here 19
pixel wide), they do not occupy exactly the same spatial extent within their slots (compare
"m" to "i"). Hence, the actual length of the strings can vary as a function of the precise
position of the beginning of the first letter and ending of the last letter within their respective
slots. We checked that these variations did not induce differences in the mean physical length
across word types.
To do so, we generated large size bitmap images of each letter written in Courier New
font. Images were rasterized and we computed the cumulative distribution of black pixels,
from the leftmost to the rightmost pixel column.
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As can be seen in the figure above, for the l and the m letters, the horizontal coordinates of
the leftmost and rightmost black pixel are 186-395 and 145-437, and the 25th percentile
coordinates are 268 and 196 respectively. Based on the characteristics of the extreme letters
of each stimulus, we then recalculated length considering either the position of the most
extreme black pixels, the position corresponding to 10, 20, 30, 40% from the external borders,
or the medial position.

Stimuli of Experiments 1-2:
Percentage of
black pixels from
the right side
P0-P100
P10-P90
P20-P80
P30-P70
P40-P60
P50

Mean length of
bisyllabic
control words
92.56
88.10
85.69
83.50
80.76
77.60

Mean length
of bisyllabic
hiatus words
92.80
87.89
85.63
83.52
81.15
78.46

p

.94
.94
.98
.99
.91
.79

Mean length of
trisyllabic
control words
127.89
123.66
121.09
118.58
115.60
112.48

Stimuli of Experiment 3:
Percentage of
black pixels from
the right side
P0-P100
P10-P90
P20-P80
P30-P70
P40-P60
P50

Mean length
of control
words
126.92
122.44
119.85
117.22
114.27
111.23

b) Exception words

Mean length of
P hiatus words
126.94
122.41
119.96
117.46
114.38
111.07

Mean length
of OP hiatus
words
126.68
122.00
119.67
117.46
114.76
111.80

p

.99
.99
.99
.99
.99
.99

Mean length
of trisyllabic
hiatus words
128.13
123.49
121.20
118.93
116.16
113.19

p

.95
.95
.99
.95
.89
.84
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In the stimuli of Experiments 1-2, eight hiatus words and one control were exception
words with regards to grapheme-phoneme correspondences (Gak, 1976). In the stimuli of
Experiment 3, five OP hiatus words and no control words were irregular. We re-run the
analyses without the pairs of words including the exception words to test whether the hiatus
effect was still present (difference between control and OP words). The patterns of results
were the same:

Experiment 1:
Variable
(Intercept)
Word typeC-OPH
Number of syllables2-3
Number of graphemes
Number of letters
Proportionality Correction
Nb. syllables x Nb. letters

Beta
6.53
–0.19
0.22
0.03
1.12
0.31
–0.17

t value
22.94
–3.56
2.74
0.75
21.15
5.82
–2.88

p (MCMC)
.0001
.0001
.0026
.4240
.0001
.0001
.0038

Beta
6.74
–0.25
0.05
0.00
0.97
0.21
–0.17

t value
18.04
–3.83
0.47
0.05
14.64
3.17
–2.30

p (MCMC)
.0001
.0002
.6256
.6774
.0001
.0008
.0148

Beta
6.52
–0.26
0.33
–0.01
0.98
0.17
0.01

t value
20.83
–4.55
3.15
–0.17
10.31
3.88
0.10

p (MCMC)
.0001
.0001
.0030
.8792
.0001
.0004
.9252

Experiment 2:
Variable
(Intercept)
Word typeC-OPH
Number of syllables2-3
Number of graphemes
Number of letters
Proportionality Correction
Nb. syllables x Nb. letters

Experiment 3:
Variable
(Intercept)
Word typeC-OPH
Number of syllables2-3
Number of graphemes
Number of letters
Proportionality Correction
Nb. syllables x Nb. letters

c) Contribution of number of graphemes on control words only
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To further assess the potential influence of graphemic structure, we also examined the
effect of number of graphemes on control words only. We fitted models similar to those in the
main analyses, without the Word Type factor.

As detailed below, graphemic length has no independent contribution in any of the three
experiments:
Experiment Beta t value p (MCMC)
1
0.07
1.34
.2048
2
0.01
0.17
.8512
3
–0.01 –0.20
.7169
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